I. A compact set C in the plane is called non-removable if there is a uniformly continuous, nonconstant analytic function defined on R~-C. By a theorem of Besicovitch [1], C is removable if C is of a-finite Hausdorff 1-measure, hence afortiori if C is a rectifiable curve. (The theorem must be changed if uniform continuity is replaced by uniform boundedness.) When C is the graph of a function y=f(x), -1 =<x<=l, then C is removable iff has bounded variation, or is differentiable everywhere (an elementary theorem). Our purpose is to show that this last statement cannot be improved.
Theorem. Let h(u) be positive and increasing for 0<u-<_2, and lim u-lh(u)= +~ at u=0+. Then there is a curve y=f(x), -l~x~l, non-removable in the definition stated, such that l f(xO-f(x~)l <= h (xl-x2) whenever -1 <=x2 <Xl ~-1.
It is clear that C has finite Hausdorff measure for the function H(u) ---h-l(u) , and that h-l(u) can be any function H(u) subject to the relation H (u)=o(u) . This corollary of our Theorem is due to Carleson [2] ; however, the sets constructed by Carleson are disconnected and in fact do not appear to lie on any Jordan curves with interesting properties.
